
Composite decking, fencing, balustrade,  
& synthetic turf for the modern home

outdoor living
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Composite decking, fencing and balustrade are an environmentally friendly outdoor living solution for the modern 

home. Composite products are a low maintenance timber alternative and along with our range of synthetic turf, allows 

the garden to be enjoyed all year round.

BALUSTRADE ECO FENCING 

COMPOSITE FENCING SYNTHETIC TURF
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Hollow decking, balustrade and fencing all comply with RoHS

Our RoHS Green Product compliant manufacturing process uses only the 
best quality, unsoiled wood content.

HOLLOW DECKING SOLID DECKING 
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Composite hollow decking is perfect for gardens, patios, 

pool areas and holiday homes. Its recycled wood polymer 

construction makes composite wood so much more 

durable than timber. Composite wood has added resistance 

to damage from a variety of the common threats to the 

appearance of decking; whether that be bicycles, barbecues, 

party-goers, paddling pools or garden furniture.

Scrubbing and staining your deck every year is a thing of 

the past with composite wood decking. It comes in four 

natural shades that resist the fading caused by sunlight 

and air pollutants. The colour is also constant through 

the entire core of the product so composite wood's 

appearance with regard to its colour has greater longevity, 

with something as simple as an annual, light jet wash 

being enough to uphold this level of appearance.

Clever concealed fixings give a neat, flawless finish 

which can be installed quickly and easily making 

composite wood the ideal decking choice.
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Natural look Slip resistant Seamless installation 
with hidden fixings

BENEFITS OF COMPOSITE HOLLOW DECKING

Durable and  
long lasting

No painting  
or staining

Colours may vary in images due to photography/weather

20-year guarantee

THE DURABLE ALTERNATIVE TO TIMBER

  Hollow decking is made using a unique homogenous wood 

polymer construction that maintains its high performance 

for years and years without the need for time consuming 

maintenance and painting

  Hollow decking is constructed from ethically sourced, traceable 

recycled wood from timber mills and recycled plastic polymer

Durable and strong with lifelong beauty

HOLLOW DECKING
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  Hollow decking is colour stabilised to protect it from UV rays 

and other fading effects

  Hollow decking has 60% timber content to prevent damage. It 

is strong enough to withstand stiletto heels and is naturally slip 

resistant and splinter free making it safer for children, visitors 

and pets



HOLLOW DECKING
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Hard-wearing

Low maintenance

Highly water resistant

Colours available
  With four colour options you can create decking designs to give your garden, holiday home or patio a truly stylish look.

Hollow decking – top tips

  Providing expansion gaps allows proper drainage and ventilation 

to the sub base which prevents the timber from rotting

  Do not lay the decking boards directly onto a solid surface

  Always allow a 150mm air-gap to create unobstructed airflow 

under the deck

  Hollow decking requires a smaller level of maintenance over  

its life. Cleaning up with a garden hose is sufficient to uphold  

its colour

  Do not use aggressive chemical cleaning products

  Hollow decking can be cleaned with a pressure washer, but its 

important to ensure the unit is less than 80 bar, the temperature 

must be no more than 40˚C, and position the lance head no 

closer than 30cm

  Do not place heavy items over 100kg on your deck or drag 

furniture across the decking planks which could damage  

your deck. 

ANCIENT BLACK WILD BROWN SALT LAKE SILVER ANTIQUE ASH



DECKING BOARDS
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Warranty Details Decking
Eurocell Decking is covered by a Twenty (20) year warranty against warping, cracking, splitting, rotting and fungal 
decay caused by manufacturing defects, when subject to normal use. For the full 
terms and conditions of this warranty please ask our branch staff for further documentation.

Double-sided hollow decking board

Double-sided Hollow Decking Board  
(Woodgrain & Grooved)  
Size: D:25mmxW:145mmxL:3660mm

Ancient Black EC-DECK-AB

Antique Ash EC-DECK-AA

Salt Lake Silver EC-DECK-SLS

Wild Brown EC-DECK-WB 

ANCIENT BLACK

WILD BROWN

SALT LAKE SILVER

ANTIQUE ASH

WOODGRAIN GROOVED

www.eurocell.co.uk/decking-calculator

Use our FREE simple decking 
calculator to quickly estimate the 
products you need for your project

  Timber, aluminum or composite joists are 
   available, please ask in branch

20-YR
GUARANTEE
Conditions apply*

HOLLOW DECKING



HOLLOW DECKING

TRIMS AND ACCESSORIES

Wild Brown

Salt Lake Silver

Edging Trim –  
Size: 42mmx6mmx3660mm

Ancient Black EC-EDGETRIM-AB

Antique Ash EC-EDGETRIM-AA

Salt Lake Silver EC-EDGETRIM-SLS

Wild Brown EC-EDGETRIM-WB

Step & Edge Nosing Woodgrain –  
Size: 150mmx25mmx3660mm

Ancient Black EC-STEPNOSE-AB-WG

Antique Ash EC-STEPNOSE-AA-WG

Salt Lake Silver EC-STEPNOSE-SLS-WG

Wild Brown EC-STEPNOSE-WB-WG

Stainless Steel Clip

Stainless Steel TG-SSCLIP

Starter Clip

Stainless Steel EC-STCLIP

www.eurocell.co.uk/decking-calculator

Use our FREE simple decking 
calculator to quickly estimate the 
products you need for your project
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Wild Brown

Step & Edge Nosing Groove –  
Size: 150mmx25mmx3660mm

Ancient Black EC-STEPNOSE-AB-GR

Antique Ash EC-STEPNOSE-AA-GR

Salt Lake Silver EC-STEPNOSE-SLS-GR

Wild Brown EC-STEPNOSE-WB-GR

Ancient Black

Fascia Board –  
Size: 150mmx15mmx3660mm

Ancient Black EC-FASCIA-AB

Antique Ash EC-FASCIA-AA

Salt Lake Silver EC-FASCIA-SLS

Wild Brown EC-FASCIA-WB

PE Clip

EC-PECLIP

Locking Clip

EC-LOCKCLIP
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TRANSFORM YOUR GARDEN

SOLID DECKING

Solid composite decking is a high performing range of 

premium decking that looks and feels just like timber decking 

but without the risk of cracks or splinters, making gardens 

a safer environment for bare feet, small children and pets.

Available in three multi-tonal colours this high-traction woodgrain 

offers outstanding surface durability and great choice for 

lower-level decks. What’s more is our solid composite decking 

is manufactured from recycled material and the composites 

are toxin-free and produced using sustainable methods.

20-year guarantee No painting  
or staining

Slip resistantReal wood look

BENEFITS OF COMPOSITE SOLID DECKING

Doesn’t fade

Cost effective

Practical

Solid decking – top tips

  Providing expansion gaps allows proper 

drainage and ventilation to the sub base 

which prevents the timber from rotting

  Do not lay the decking boards directly onto a solid surface.

 Always allow 150mm air-gap to create  

  unobstructed airflow under the deck

  Always pre drill holes and use two screws per joist to  

fix down. Do not over tighten screws and fix in at 90° angles

  As solid decking doesn't fade its doesn't matter 

about the direction in which the decking is laid

Timber joists are recommended due to cost saving  

and practicality.

Eco friendly Quick and easy 
installation

20



SOLID DECKING
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25-year guarantee
The Twenty (20) year warranty covers Solid Decking for stain and fade resistance when properly installed and used as 
decking in residential applications. This is extended to the homeowner as long as they own the residence upon which the 
decking materials are installed.
Stain Resistance: Resistant to permanent staining, resulting from spills of food and drink items. Providing that the 
decking where installed, cared for and maintained in accordance with the written instructions. 
Fade Resistant: Resistant to colour change from light and weathering exposure as measured by colour change in 
excess of 5 Delta E (Hunter) units provided that these products were installed, cared for and maintained in accordance 
with the care and maintenance instructions.

Use with hidden deck fasteners for a smooth 
fasteners-free surface

Use for stair treads,  
picture framing and fascia

Solid decking

Grooved - Size: D:24mmxW:137mmxL:3066mm

Latte DEFDSGRLAT366

Espresso DEFDSGRESP366

Earl Grey DEFDSGREGY366

Square Edge - Size: D:24mmxW:137mmxL:3066mm

Latte DEFDSSQLAT244

Espresso DEFDSSQESP244

Earl Grey DEFDSSQEGY244

Board Starter Screw Qty: 100 per pack

Brown DECDTDBROWNSS

Grey DECDTGREYSS Brown
Grey

20-YR
GUARANTEE
Conditions apply*

FINISH AND ACCESSORIES

EARL GREY ESPRESSO LATTE

Timber Joist - Size: 
47mmx150mmx3660mm

Timber JOISTC2447X150

Aluminium Joist - Size: 
40mmx40mmx3660mm

Aluminium ALIJOIST

Composite Joist - Size: 
50mmx50mmx2440mm

EC-JOIST-5050

Cradle -  
Size: 40mmx40mm

Black CRADLE

Decking Clips Qty: 90 per pack

DEFCOBRACLIPSB90
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BALUSTRADES

Composite balustrades and railings complete any hollow 

decking project in style. High quality and durable, you can 

choose to perfectly match the decking colour or create a 

contrast with four colour options.

Available to order as a kit or as individual components. 

Composite balustrades and railings are sturdy and simple to 

install to any decking area, garden, outdoor space or holiday 

home.

Quick and easy 
installation

Easy to clean No painting  
or staining

BENEFITS OF COMPOSITE BALUSTRADE

Strong and safe Low maintenance

Colours available

  With three colour options you can create decking designs to give your garden, holiday home or patio a truly stylish look.

GRAPHITE CHARCOAL WALNUT

20-year guarantee

20

Warranty Details Decking
Eurocell Decking is covered by a Twenty (20) year warranty against warping, cracking, splitting, rotting and fungal 
decay caused by manufacturing defects, when subject to normal use. For the full 
terms and conditions of this warranty please ask our branch staff for further documentation.

20-YR
GUARANTEE
Conditions apply*
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BALUSTRADES

KITS AND ACCESSORIES

Balustrade Kit

Graphite EC-BALUSTRADE-GR

Charcoal EC-BALUSTRADE-CH

Walnut EC-BALUSTRADE-WN

Balustrade Kits

Balustrade Kit Components

Composite Newels 1150 x 95 x 95mm x1

Composite Handrail/Baserail 45 x 93 x 1800mm x2

Composite Spindles 54 x 54 x 900mm x9

Plastic Inserts x18 

Composite Post Caps x2

L Brackets x2

Plastic inserts

ECO-09-SI

Newel – 
Size: 1150x95x95mm

Graphite NEWEL-1150-GR

Charcoal NEWEL-1150-CC

Walnut NEWEL-1150-WN

Handrail –  
Size: 45x93x1800mm

Graphite HANDRAIL-GR

Charcoal HANDRAIL-CC

Walnut HANDRAIL-WN

Composite spindle –  
Size: 54x54x900mm

Graphite ECO-11-GR

Charcoal ECO-11-CC

Walnut ECO-11-WN

Post cap

Graphite ECO-10-GR

Charcoal ECO-10-CC

Walnut ECO-10-WN

L Bracket

ECO-L-BRACKET

Metal Bolt Down Supports

ECO-BOLT-SUPPORT

Components and Accessories

BALUSTRADES

Installation Guides  
can be found for all our 
outdoor products at:  
www.eurocell.co.uk/
homeowners/outdoor-living
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The unique finish of composite fencing will add beauty and 

complement a gardens’ natural surroundings. These incredibly 

light fencing panels are incredibly strong, making general 

handling and transportation easy. 

Environmentally friendly, Wood-Grain is manufactured from 75% 

recycled materials. In using Wood-Grain you can be assured 

that you are protecting the world’s natural resources and helping 

the environment.

No painting 
or staining

BENEFITS OF COMPOSITE ECO FENCING

Easy to cleanSave time  
and money

Easy to cut

Lightweight

Accepts screws

Real wood look Tough and  
hard-wearing 
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20-year guarantee

  Composite fencing is so easy to cut, gravel boards can be 

easily trimmed to suit popular European fence panels which 

are 1.8m wide

  Eco composite fencing posts and gravel boards can also be 

used in conjunction with wooden panels

  Eco composite fencing’s unique finish will add beauty and 

complement gardens for years to come. Unlike most traditional 

fencing, Wood-Grain’s dual face means you can also share the 

cost with neighbours

  Replace rotten old wood panels from the concrete posts and 

then slot the composite fencing gravel boards in place. In an 

instant you have a maintenance free fence which not only 

looks good but is easy to install and never needs treating

  Eco composite fencing is a pleasure to work with at around  

5kgs it is incredibly light and strong, making general handling 

and transportation easy. 

A QUICK AND EASY SOLUTION

COMPOSITE ECO FENCING
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Colours available
  With three colour options you can create fencing designs to give your garden a truly stylish look.

NATURAL WALNUT GRAPHITE

20-year guarantee
All composite fencing products come with a Twenty (20) year manufacturing guarantee against rotting. Variations in 
colour, shade or pigment are NOT covered under our guarantee. These variations in no way affect the longevity of 
the product. (For further information on the product guarantee, please review the full composite fencing terms and 
conditions). For more information, call 0800 988 3047 or visit eurocell.co.uk/fencing

20-YR
GUARANTEE
Conditions apply*

COMPOSITE ECO FENCING

COLOURS AND ACCESSORIES

Posts and panels 

Posts - Size: H:1.8mx110mmx90mm

Natural ECOFPOST6NAT

Walnut ECOFPOST6WAL

Graphite ECOFPOST6GRA

Posts - Size: H:2.4mx110mmx90mm  
includes steel insert

Natural ECOFPOST8NAT

Walnut ECOFPOST8WAL

Graphite ECOFPOST8GRA

Posts - Size: H:2.7mx110mmx90mm  
includes steel insert

Natural ECOFPOST9NAT

Walnut ECOFPOST9WAL

Graphite ECOFPOST9GRA

Composite fencing panels  - Size: L:1.829mxH:300mm

Natural ECOFPAN6NAT

Walnut ECOFPAN6WAL

Graphite ECOFPAN6GRA

Composite fencing panels  - Size: L:2.438mxH:300mm

Natural ECOFPAN8NAT

Walnut ECOFPAN8WAL

Graphite ECOFPAN8GRA

SIMPLYSTACK TO THE REQUIRED HEIGHT
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BEFORE

EASILY REPLACE  ROTTEN OLD PANELS

AFTER 

Guarantee terms and conditions
The Company or seller offer a 20-year manufacturing guarantee against rotting. In the event of proven manufacturing defect, the Company 
or seller’s total liability shall under no circumstances exceed the price of the defective item. The company or seller shall not in any way be 
responsible for additional, consequential costs or losses. The company or seller accepts no responsibility for defects to products caused by 
incorrect fitting, misuse or abuse. This guarantee does not cover any changes to the colour of the product due to natural weathering, shade or 
colour variations, storm damage or acts of God.

ACCESSORIES

Fencing accessories

COMPOSITE ECO FENCING

Decorative caps - Flat cap 
Size: 110mmx90mm  

Natural ECOFFCAPNAT

Walnut ECOFFCAPWAL

Graphite ECOFFCAPGRA

3-Way utility strip - Corner/End attachment 
Size: L2.1mx58mmx20mm 

Natural ECOFUSTRNAT

Walnut ECOFUSTRWAL

Graphite ECOFUSTRGRA

SIMPLE TO FIT 



Supaspike bolt down- Size: H:600mmxDIA:38mm  
(foot plate 150mmx150mm)

ECOFBDOWN

  For solid surfaces such as 
driveways and pavements,  
use the Supaspike Bolt Down.
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ACCESSORIES

COMPOSITE ECO FENCING

   Protect the fencing against theft

   Available in all colours opposite

MADE TO MEASURE

Eco gate

MTOGATE

Anti-theft clip 

ECOFATCLIP

  The Supaspike is incredibly 
easy to install, just drive it 
into the ground and place  
the post over the top of 
the spike. 

Supaspike - Size: H:1080mmxDIA:38mm

ECOSPIKE



PREMIUM FENCING THAT'S BUILT TO LAST

COMPOSITE FENCING

With its combination of style, resistance to wear and tear, and 

malleability to whatever garden specification is thrown at it, 

composite fencing offers you many benefits that make it a highly 

attractive feature to have in your garden.

With its modern, sleek colour and simple tongue and groove 

fitting system that provides additional adaptability, composite 

fencing is ideal for a wide range of gardens. No compromise is 

made with appearance, as composite fencing has an on-trend 

look that will not deteriorate as it is warp free, rot free and 

splinter free. 

Being capable of withstanding the test of time, whilst not ridding 

the world of its natural resources, also makes composite fencing 

a sustainable and forward-thinking option. Merging sustainability 

with low maintenance, the popularity of composite fencing is 

only likely to grow, and with the premium look that it brings, we 

can all be happier for it.

No painting 
or staining

BENEFITS OF COMPOSITE FENCING

Save time  
and money

Real wood look Tough and  
hard-wearing 

Reduced  
environmental impact
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20-year guarantee

  All fence posts are 2.4m in height and can be cut to the size 

required. If you are installing the fence on to concrete ground 

such as a drive way then the steel post mounts are required

  Soft ground is required to give adjustable depth for the post 

to be manipulated to the desired height 

  When preparing the groundwork for the installation of the 

fence, you must ensure that the ground is as level as possible

  If the fencing is to be built on a slope, requirements must be 

made to the groundwork to ensure the fencing goes up in 

steps. There is no gravel board which requires burying in the 

ground. Therefore the ground needs to be level

  Panels are 150mm x 21mm x 1.77m tongue and groove. The 

first panel will sit on the bottom rail, panels will then stack one 

on top of the next to the desired height. To ensure that the 

fence is rooted strongly enough, bury it at least 60cm in to  

the ground. 

Basic requirements



COMPOSITE FENCING

COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

Ali top edge cover–  
Size: 34mmx30mmx1.73m

Dark Grey SYN-ALI-TOPEDGEB

Ali bottom edge cover –  
Size: 21.5mmx30mmx1.77m

Dark Grey SYN-ALI-BOTEDGE

Plastic post skirt  
Size: 120x120mm

Black SYN-POSTSKIRT

Plastic post cap

Black ESYN-POSTCAP

Ali strip seal for post –  
Size: 23.6mmx4mmx2.4m

Dark Grey SYN-ALI-STRIP

Steel Post Mount –  
Size: 30mmx25mmx1m

Black SYN-STMOUNT

Steel bolts

SYN-STBOLTS

Steel L shape clips and 
exp screws

Black SYN-CLIPS

WPC Fence Panels –  
Size: 150mmx21mmx1.77m

Black SYN-FEN-GY-BK

Aluminium post 3way entry –  
Size: 40mmx40mmx3.66m

Dark Grey SYN-3WAY-POST
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Use for post mount

This is only required if fixing the 
fence to a concreate base

Height of fence 2.4m



Our range of high-quality synthetic turf is perfect for all outdoor 

spaces and is produced using the most advanced materials.  

We are able to ensure the strongest end product due to years of 

extensive research and development into raw materials and 

long-term product characteristics. It is suitable for a varied number 

of applications including domestic, commercial and educational use.

Child and pet 
friendly

Hard wearingUV stabilisedLead freeFully porous10 year warranty

LEAD

BENEFITS OF SYNTHETIC TURF
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GREEN LAWN ALL YEAR ROUND

SYNTHETIC TURF



Synthetic Turf – m2

Luxury Synthetic Turf - W:2m - 40mm GRASS40L

Premium Synthetic Turf - W:2m - 32mm GRASS32P

Standard Synthetic Turf - W:2m - 30mm GRASS30S

Luxury Synthetic Turf - W:4m - 40mm GRASS40L4M

Premium Synthetic Turf - W:4m - 32mm GRASS32P4M

Standard Synthetic Turf - W:4m - 30mm GRASS30S4M

Accessories 

Synthetic Turf Seaming Tape - 200mm x 20m GRASSTAPE

Synthetic Turf Adhesive - 290ml (3m of seam) GRASSADH

Non-woven Weed Membrane - 2m x 25m (50m2) GRASSMEMB

ALL  AVAILABLE  IN 2M AND  4M WIDE
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SYNTHETIC TURF

FINISH AND ACCESSORIES



Density: 

Softness:

Durability:

30mm Standard

Product Specification

Product Name: Standard

Pile Height: 30mm

Product Weight: 1.100g/m2

Total Weight: 1.985g/m2

Yarn Profile: Flat Mono-filament

Backing Material: Latex

Roll Specification: 4m & 2m width 
up to 25m length

Technical Specification

Yarn Quality: Environmentally Friendly, UV Stabilised 

meets DIN 53387 standard

Yarn Material: PE Mono-filament Straight & PP Mono-filament Curled

Colour Fastness: Xenon test: Blue Scale >7, Grey Scale >4

Primary Backing: 100% PP Thiobac with fleece, black, UV Stabilised

Water Permeability: 60 litres per m2 per minute

Fire Retardant 

Classification:

Cfl-S1 (EN ISO 11925-2) with sand infill 

Efl-S1 (EN ISO 11925-2) without sand infill

Density: 

Softness:

Durability:

Density: 

Softness:

Durability:

32mm Premium

40mm Luxury

Product Specification

Product Name: Premium

Pile Height: 32mm

Product Weight: 1.450g/m2

Total Weight: 2.335g/m2

Yarn Profile: Flat Mono-filament

Backing Material: Latex

Roll Specification: 4m & 2m width 
up to 25m length

Product Specification

Product Name: Luxury

Pile Height: 40mm

Product Weight: 2.00g/m2

Total Weight: 2.885g/m2

Yarn Profile: Flat Mono-filament

Backing Material: Latex

Roll Specification: 4m & 2m width 
up to 25m length

Technical Specification

Yarn Quality: Environmentally Friendly, UV Stabilised 

meets DIN 53387 standard

Yarn Material: PE Mono-filament Straight & PP Mono-filament Curled

Colour Fastness: Xenon test: Blue Scale >7, Grey Scale >4

Primary Backing: 100% PP Thiobac with fleece, black, UV Stabilised

Water Permeability: 60 litres per m2 per minute

Fire Retardant 

Classification:

Cfl-S1 (EN ISO 11925-2) with sand infill 

Efl-S1 (EN ISO 11925-2) without sand infill

Technical Specification

Yarn Quality: Environmentally Friendly, UV Stabilised 

meets DIN 53387 standard

Yarn Material: PE Mono-filament Straight & PP Monofilament Curled

Colour Fastness: Xenon test: Blue Scale >7, Grey Scale >4

Primary Backing: 100% PP Thiobac with fleece, black, UV Stabilised

Water Permeability: 60 litres per m2 per minute

Fire Retardant 

Classification:

Cfl-S1 (EN ISO 11925-2) with sand infill 

Efl-S1 (EN ISO 11925-2) without sand infill

1 9

SPECIFICATION
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For more information about Outdoor Living products,  
call our customer services team on 0333 005 6525, or visit 
www.eurocell.co.uk/hollowdecking 

www.eurocell.co.uk/soliddecking 

www.eurocell.co.uk/balustrade 

www.eurocell.co.uk/fencing 

www.eurocell.co.uk/syntheticturf 

 

Eurocell plc, Fairbrook House, Clover Nook Road, Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 4RF


